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Abstract
We present a visual analytical approach to exploring variation of topic popularity in social media (such as Twitter) over space
and time. Our approach includes an analytical pipeline and a multi-view visualization tool. As attempts of topic extraction
from very short texts like tweets may not produce meaningful results, we aggregate the texts prior to applying topic modelling
techniques. Interactive visualisations support detection of burst events in social media posting activities at different locations,
show the spatial, temporal, quantitative, and semantic aspects of these events, and enable the user to explore how popularity of
topics varies over cities and time. A case study has been conducted using a real-world tweet dataset.

1. Introduction
Topic mining is a common task in social media analysis. Extracting
meaningful topics and understanding the variation of their overall
popularity as well as the popularity at different locations may be
useful for observing processes going on in the society. The potential
application value has attracted a considerable amount of research,
most of which focuses on analysing the temporal variation of topics [XWW∗ 13, SWL∗ 14, WLY∗ 14, CLWW14] or topic spreading
among different user communities [WLC∗ 16].
In this paper, we propose a visual analytics approach to analysing
topic popularity variation across different locations and time periods. Topic popularity is a quantitative measure showing what ideas
or events gain high attention of public and become actively commented or discussed. As new ideas and events constantly emerge,
on the one hand, and public interest to them as well as people’s
opinions may greatly differ from place to place, on the other hand,
topic popularity is a spatio-temporal phenomenon, which needs
to be studied using appropriate methods enabling spatio-temporal
analysis. Our approach integrates an analytical pipeline and a visualization tool for interactive exploration of topic popularity variation across space and time.
2. Related Work
Existing approaches to analysing collections and streams of geographically referenced social media messages mostly focus on two
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out of the following three aspects: spatial, temporal, and semantic
(i.e., themes and meanings of the messages). Thus, multiple works
have been done on analysing spatio-temporal patterns of social
media activity [SOM10, CYW∗ 16, BTH∗ 13, MBB∗ 11]. Sakaki et
al. [SOM10] constructed an earthquake reporting system by identifying abnormal tweeting activity. Kraft et al. [KWD∗ 13] created
a near real-time analysis system for detection of emerging events.
Andrienko et al. [FAA∗ 13] extracted tweet burst related to floods in
Germany. Furthermore, Andrienko et al. [AAF∗ 15] clustered messages related to a real-world event in space and time and visualized
the evolution of the clusters to trace the progress of the event and
people’s reaction to it.
Another group of related works focuses on the temporal and semantic aspects. Sun et al. [SWL∗ 14, HHKE16] analysed relationships between topics appearing in social media over time. Xu et
al. [XWW∗ 13] characterized topic competition in attracting public attentions. Wu et al. [WLY∗ 14] modelled the opinion diffusion
phenomena, which represents the temporal variations of topics. Cui
et al. [CLWW14] visualized hierarchical and evolving topics in text
corpora. Wang et al. [WLC∗ 16] analysed topic transitions between
different user communities. Most recent works in visual analytics
for social media can be found in [CLY17].
In our work, we address the three aspects, i.e., time, space, and
semantics (topics), together. Unlike existing approaches mainly
utilizing statistics-based methods [PK11, CTB∗ 13], we provide a
multi-view visual analytic approach to exploring topic popularity
variation along space and time, enabling interactively drilling down
to discover various semantic patterns. Techniques for supporting
such kind of analysis have not been proposed before.
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3. Analytical Pipeline
Our goal is to support interactive visual analysis of the the spatiotemporal dynamics of topic popularity. Our target users are mainly
professional analysts, such as news/communication researchers, sociologists, politics researchers, etc.. We have developed an analytical pipeline shown schematically in Fig. 1.

are preferred, such as monthly, weekly, daily, or hourly intervals. It
should be taken into account that choosing a longer time interval,
such as a week or a month rather than one day or one hour, allows
using more tweets for derivation of the LDA model, thus avoiding
occasional biases due to sparse text inputs. In this paper, we choose
a weekly time interval to balance the quality of the extracted topics and computational efficiency. This choice also determines the
temporal scale of the further analysis.

Figure 1: Analytical pipeline
• Topic Extraction. We utilize LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation)
[BNJ03] to extract topics from the message texts. As the original
messages are too short for reliable topic extraction, we aggregate
them by hashtag and time. (Section 4.1).
• Burst Event Identification. We extract burst events from time
series of tweet counts in different cities. This operation involves
several parameters, and the user can interactively test how the
settings affect the result. (Section 4.2)
• Event-Topic Distribution Computation. Each topic is characterized by a probability distribution over all input documents,
i.e., aggregated messages. From these distributions, we derive
the topic probabilities for the burst events, which involve subsets
of the input documents. Furthermore, based on the number of the
original messages associated with each topic, we compute topic
popularity scores in each burst event.
• Popularity Exploration Analysts can apply various visual components to interactively explore the popularity variation of topics
over time and space (i.e., the set of cities).
4. Topic Extraction and Association with Bursts
4.1. Aggregation-based Topic Extraction

Figure 2: Illustration of hashtag- and time-based aggregation. A
tweet with multiple hashtags is included into multiple documents.
4.2. Burst Event Identification
A burst event, which is manifested as an abrupt increase of the number of posted messages at some location (city), can be identified by
setting a variation threshold value v. Any change of the message
number where the change rate is higher than v can be treated as a
burst event. The corresponding messages form the body (content)
of the burst event. In real life, a burst event can last over some period of time, and the number of messages always fluctuates during
this period. It is desirable that such real event is represented by a
single computationally extracted event rather than by several events
that are disjoint due to drops in the message number. To avoid splitting a burst event, we apply an ageing time threshold: when time
intervals between bursts are shorter than the ageing time threshold,
they are merged into one event.

LDA and other topic modelling techniques are based on word cooccurrences in texts; therefore, they do not work well with very
short text documents, such as tweets, which contain too few words.
To overcome this problem, we aggregate the original message texts
in longer documents. Generally, messages can be aggregated based
on time, user, location, and/or hashtag. For meaningful topic modelling, messages that are put together should have similar semantic
contents. We assume that messages with the same hashtag are likely
to be semantically related. However, semantic relatedness may be
higher in messages posted at close times than in temporally distant
messages. Based on these considerations, we chose to aggregate the
messages based on the common hashtags and time intervals. The
aggregation is illustrated in Fig. 2. Tweets with multiple hashtags
are included in multiple documents.

The output of the LDA model contains a document-topic distribution, where each element is a vector of length N (N is the number
of topics) representing the probabilities of a document to belong
to each topic. Since each document is a combination of multiple
messages, we derive from these data the message-topic distribution, which is done as follows. Let d be a document, di represent
the probability of d to belong to the ith topic, m is a message, and
D is the set of documents containing m. The probability of m to
belong to the ith topic can be obtained through:

The length of the time interval ∆t is generally chosen depending
on the expected rate of change. For convenience, usual time units

Using Fig. 2 as an example, tweet1 and tweet3 only belong to one document (as they have one hashtag); hence, their

4.3. Computation of Event-Topic Distribution

mi =

∑dvD di
kDk

(1)
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message-topic distributions equal the document-topic distribution
of document1. Tweet4 belongs to two documents; therefore, its
probabilities on each topic is the average number of those of
document3 and document4.
Having obtained the message-topic distribution, we obtain the
probability of an event e to be related to the ith topic through:

ei =

∑mve mi
kek

(2)

The value ei reflects the popularity of the ith topic in the event e.
5. Visual Design
As shown in Fig. 3, the user interface includes five components.
One of them is the event extractor (Fig. 3a), since only topics occurring in burst events are in the target of the analysis. All extracted
topics are vertically aligned in the topic list (Fig. 3d). The topic
popularity view (Fig. 3b) and the spatial view (Fig. 3c) show the semantic, spatial, and temporal information for the extracted events.
The event content view (Fig. 3e) shows keywords for a selected
event. To accommodate a larger number of words, we use a word
cloud layout rather than an ordered list. The exact number of occurrences for any word is shown on demand in a pop-up window.

(a)

(b)
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charts (see the blue bars in Fig. 3a). The analyst can interactively
explore how changes of the settings affect the result before making
the final decision for the event extraction. Each extracted event gets
a numeric label that indicates the temporal order of its occurrence
based on the time stamp of the earliest message of this event.
The extracted events are represented in the topic popularity view
(Fig. 3b) as a sequence of columns composed of vertically aligned
words; each column corresponds to one event. The horizontal ordering corresponds to the temporal order of the events. Each word
in a column represents a topic; it is the word with the highest TFIDF score for this topic. The words are put from top to bottom in the
order of decreasing popularity of the topics. The analyst can thus
judge the relative popularity of the topics in each event and compare this between events. The analyst can also select a topic, which
results in generating a trend line showing the popularity variation
of this topic along the events. Since the events are associated with
specific locations and times of occurrence, the trend line provides
information on the spatio-temporal variation of the topic popularity. To see the spatial location of an event in the map view (Fig. 3c),
the user clicks on the event’s column in the topic popularity view
(Fig. 3b). When a topic is selected, the topic list (Figure 3d) is
scrolled to the section of this topic, where a word cloud shows
the words with the highest probabilities and a bar chart shows the
temporal variation of the aggregated message probabilities for the
topic. The semantic content of the topic in the selected event is represented by a word cloud in the event content view (Fig. 3e).
6. Case Study
This section demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach by presenting several findings in a collection of tweets related to Brexit.

(c)

(d)

(e)
6.1. Data Preprocessing and Topic Extraction

Figure 3: Visual interface of our approach consists of 5 interrelated components: (a) event extractor, (b) topic popularity view, (c)
spatial view, (d) topic list, (e) event content view.
Event extractor (Fig. 3a) is used to identify burst events in time
series of message counts at different locations, which are previously normalized to reduce the impacts of great tweet number differences among the locations. The time series are represented by
histograms, which show two types of distributions: the accumulation distribution (yellow bars) and the absolute number distribution
(green bars). In the accumulation distribution, each value for a time
step t is the sum of all absolute values from t and the preceding
time steps. This is used to assess the variation rate of the message
number in a way minimising the impact of small fluctuations.
The analyst interactively sets the variation rate and the ageing
time thresholds, as introduced in section 4.2. The system finds the
corresponding parts of the time series and highlights them in the bar
c 2018 The Author(s)
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The data were collected through the Twitter streaming API using
a query with the bounding rectangle of Great Britain. We retrieved
the tweets containing "brexit" in the message texts or hashtags. We
filtered out the tweets with empty hashtag fields, as we use hashtags
for text aggregation. The longitude and latitude fields of the tweets
are typically empty, but most of them have location names in the location field. We utilized the Google Map API to obtain the coordinates for these location names. We collected about 340,000 tweets
from the period March 1, 2016 - October 29, 2017, 78 weeks in
total. There are about 6900 different hashtags; we created for each
hashtag 78 documents (78 weeks) for topic extraction. To choose a
suitable topic number, we conducted multiple LDA trials with different topic numbers and observed whether the extracted topics are
interesting, well differentiable, and have sufficient support (number of tweets). Finally, we took 20 representative topics for further
analysis.
6.2. Topic popularity variation during the referendum period
The referendum topic is represented by the word ‘euref’. We observe that this topic was the most popular before the referendum;
see the left part of Fig. 4a. A significant drop of its popularity begins from event 19, whereas the popularity of ‘brexitshambles’ begins to rise. Events 17 and 18 occurred in Dublin (Ireland) and
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Glasgow (Scotland); see Fig. 4b). Here, the bursts of the messages
on the topic of the referendum occurred latter than in the other
cities. Events 19 and 20 both occurred in Bournemouth (England);
see Fig. 4c). This indicates that the changes in the topic popularities
after the referendum started from this city.
We also find several topics whose popularities did not greatly
change during that period, such as topic ‘remain’. By observing
its trend line, we find that the popularity rank was between 3 and
7 before the referendum and had only a slight decrease after that,
being in the top 7-10 for a long time. As we know, some people
turned to support Britain remaining in the EU after the referendum.
What we have observed is consistent with the actual development
of people’s reactions and opinions.
(a)

(b)

them occurred in two big cities of Scotland, Edinburgh and Glasgow; these occurrences are marked with red circles in Fig. 5a. One
event occurred in Wales; it is marked by a blue circle in Fig. 5a.
The locations of the cities are shown in Fig. 5d. Analysing the semantic information of the selected events, we find “voted” in the
word cloud of the event occurring in Wales (Fig. 5b). As we know,
although a majority of people supported Brexit, there were several
regions, including Scotland and Wales, where more people held an
opposite attitude. The term “voted” indicates that they are forced
to accept the referendum result. In the word cloud of Scotland
(Fig. 5c), the most significant term is “indyref”, which is an abbreviation of Scottish Independence Referendum. This represents
the Scotland’s hope to conduct an independence referendum to become an independent country and stay in the EU.
(a)

(c)

Figure 4: Popularity variation of three topics during the Brexit
referendum period. (a) Popularity trend lines of three topics. (bc) Cities and time lines of events 17-20, when the popularities
changed significantly.
6.3. When and where Stopbrexit became popular?
We look (Fig. 3b) at the popularity variation of the topic ‘stopbrexit’, which corresponds to the negative attitude toward brexit.
By observing the trend line, we find that ‘stopbrexit’ was at the
bottom of the popularity lists of the events following the referendum. However, along with the development of the Brexit process,
its popularity began to rise, and it even reached the top 3 in several
events, as can be seen in Fig. 3b. We trace the trend line and select
the first great rise of the topic popularity. In the spatial view, we see
that this happened in Bournemouth (Fig. 3c) in September 2017.
We also find several separated abrupt popularity rises before this
time, which also occurred in that city. To verify our findings, we
retrieved the related news through Google News, from which we
learned that the Liberal Democratic Party Conference on the topic
of stopping Brexit was held in Bournemouth during that period. We
also found that the headquarters of the company JP Morgan’s is in
Bournemouth. Their CEO would prefer Britain to stay in EU, since
Brexit may seriously affects their business in EU.

6.4. Spatio-temporal and semantic information variation of
the topic ‘Scotland’
In this example, we examine the spatial, temporal and semantic aspects of the popularity variation of the topic ‘Scotland’. By observing the trend line, we find that this topic became popular during the
referendum period. We select several events in which the topic had
a high popularity and look where these events occurred. Most of

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Popularity variation of the topic ‘Scotland’. (a) Topic
popularity trend. (b-c) Semantic information of the events occurring in different cities. (d) Geolocation of the cities.

7. Discussion and Conclusion
We have presented an analytical pipeline and a suite of visual and
interactive tools for the exploration of the spatio-temporal variation of topic popularity associated with burst events in social media
posting activities. This includes a feasible approach to topic extraction, which tackles the problem of unsuitability of very short
texts for topic modelling through hashtags- and time-based text aggregation. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed
analytical tools by examples of exploration of a real-world dataset.
There are several limitations in our current prototype, which will
be addressed in the future work. Thus, more efficient support is desirable for determining the suitable number of topics when using
the LDA algorithm. For analysing the sensitivity of the event extraction results to the parameters, an overview of the parameter impacts should be provided. A more scalable visual design is needed
for dealing with a larger number of topics. We also want to explore
using a sliding time window instead of fixed time bins in event extraction. There is also a risk of misinterpreting the topic lists in the
topic popularity view. The lists represent the topic ranks rather than
frequencies of their occurrence; the latter can be seen on hovering
on the topics. We consider enabling explicit choice of the rank or
frequency representation, which may reduce the risk of confusion.
c 2018 The Author(s)
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